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NATIONP.L ADVISORY co� FOR AERONAUTICS 

RESEARCH MEMORANDUM 

ASPECTS OF INTERNAL-FLOW-SYSTEM. DESIGN FOR 

HELICOPTER PROPUIBIVE UNI'I'S 

By .Toh_Tl R. Hel1..ry 

SUMMARY 

Pertinent items relating to the aesign of i�ternal-flow systems for 
reciprocating engine, turbine engine, and pressure-jet installations in 
helicopters are discussed. The imyortance of' the following items is 
emphasized: controllable exit 8.!ld ram. recovery :for reciprocating-engine 
cooling; performance penalties possible in t�bine-engine Ll'lstallations 
attributed to distortions in the :iow o..istribution at the face of the 
axial compressor; the ef'i'ects of' high subS0!.1ic i'low velocities on the 
performance of duct elements; and the effects or centri:fugal forces on 
the :flow in a ducted helicopter rotor. Data on the maximum i'law capaci
ties of bends are included. 

INTRODUCTION 

Helicopter performance requirements have pushed the flight speed 
range up :?ro!ll lOO mph to perhaps l50 to 200 mph. Such speed-range 
changes in the history of the conventional airplane influenced the design 
of ducting and air-cooling systems in certain respects. It is desirable 
to reexa."lline current end future helicopter designs B.rl..d. requirements to 
determL�e any design trends indicated by the increasing flight speeds. 
First, the reciprocating-engine cooling-system instella.tions are examined 
and then the internal-flow problems related to other types of powerplant 
installations - :?or instance, the gas turbine - are discussed.. The pur
pose of this paper is to touch on various pertinent items relating to 
internal. i'low, not to present a o..etailed set of design r�les and data. 

SYMBOI.s 

A cross-sectional area, sq f't 

80 speed of' sou..'l'ld in :free stream, t:t/sec 

Gp pressure-rise coei'i'icient 
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D 

H 

h 

M 

dianeter of fan rotor or circular duct, as indicated 

total pressure, lb/sq ft, abs 

n 

Q 

qc 

CU) 

R 

r 

height of recta.ngula.r duct, ft 

Ilia.ch number 

fan rotational speen, rps 

volume flow, cu fi/sec 

dynamic pressure corrected �or compressibility 

flight dynamic pressure 

rotor-blade radius to tip, ft 

radius (various radii are defined where used) 

flight velocity relative to free stream, ft/sec except as indicated 
otherwise 

exit velocity relative to helicopter, ft/sec 

w width of rectangular duct, ft 

Lili total-pressure c�enge, lb/sq ft 

� fan efficiency 

p mass density 

n angular velocity of rotor blade, radians/sec 

Subscripts: 

C cooler 

D duct 

F fan 

1 at diffuser inlet 

2 at diffuser exit 
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HUB at b".l..ade hub 

TIP at blade tip 

3 

RECIPROCATING-ENGINE INST.lu,LATION 

The type of' reciprocating-engine internal-flow system to be dis
cussed is illustrated in figure l. The ah• enters e plenum chamber 
through a screened inlet, proceeds through a fan e.nd diffuser, and then 
splits into parallel streams. Ea.ch of' the parallel ducts contains an 
air-using unit - such as the carburetor, the transmission-oil cooler, 
the engine-cylinder cooli.ri..g ducts, and the engine-oil cooler . The air 
exhausted from these various units, with the exception of the carburetor, 
is then collected in a compartment containing B-1'1 exit to atmosphere. 

In typical existing systems of this type, the following character
istics generally apply: The inlets and exits are large and the intention 
is not to recover ram pressure at the inlet or thrust at the exit; the 
fan operates at engine speed and I!IB.y or may not have contravanes; the 
engine cooling air f'low requires 50 to 6o percent of the total internal 
air flow; a."l.d the rear cOI!I_Partm.ent is not generally airtight • 

The purpose of the following discussion is to determine whether 
there are particular methods of design and operation which will produce 
an appreciable saving in horsepower expenditure for the cooling system. 
An airtig_rit system will be assumed, since it is irrpossible to determine 
drag qua.11ti ties with indeterminate leakages • Before the effect o.f f'light 
velocity is discussed, a review of the role of' the cooling fan in the 
systen is necessary. 

T"ne total power P in units of horsepower chargeable to the cooling 
system may be expressed as follows: 

+ + 
Qp 

(Vo - vx) 2 

550 X 2 

The precediP..g equation assumes no coIII!)ressibility or heating effects but 
is sll.!.Df°iciently accurate .for the application to be discussed. T'.ae first 
term on the right-hand side is the .fan-shaft horsepower. Th.e second term 
is, by definition, the nresidual pumping" horsepower or the air-pumping 
power required to overcome total-pressure losses of the sys-tem in excess 
of the total-pressure rise supplied by the f'an. The third term is the 
wake horsepower or power associated with kinetic energy left in the air 
after it is discharged to the atmosphere. The sum of' the last two te-"l"IIIS 
may be shown algebraically to correspond to the conventional equation 
�or internal drag. 
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In order to illustrate the effect of' the fan and duct losses on the 
total cooling horsepower, sor.i.e simplified configurations are presented 
in figure 2, together with cooling-horsepower calculations for the case 
where the cooler total-pressure loss is equal. to the fan total-pressure 
rise, which is equal to the f'J.ight �c pressure � • It is a fa.t11il-
iar a..�io!ll that, fo� an efficient ducting system, if the cooJ..ing fan is 
designed just to overcome the system total-pressure J.osses, a minimu:n. 
overall cooling-drag power results. T!::ds condition is represented by 
the configuration of' figure 2(a), where the net total-pressure loss is 
zero and, thus, the only horsepower expenditure is the fan-shaft horse
power, QoQ./550'Tl• The configuration of' figure 2(b), which consists 
of an inefficient duct without cooler or fa.n and with a total-pressure 
loss equal. to Q(), requires an infinite exit area since the exit totaJ. 
pressure is equal to free-stream static pressure. Under these conditions, 
the exit velocity is essentiaJ.ly zero, and the sum of' the residual-pumping 
a..�d wake horsepowers is approximately twice the totaJ. cooling horsepower 
of' the efficient cooling design (fig. 2(a)). Ad.ding the f'a.n a.nd cooler 
to the configuration of figure 2(b) produces an inefficient cooling system 
(configuration of' fig. 2(c)), which also has a net totaJ.-pressure loss 
equal to Q() • Figure 2 indicates that the total cooliri.g horsepower for 
this system is approxi..":18.tely three times that of' the efficient cooling 
system. With inefficient fan designs and air lea.ks, this value may be 
much higher. T"ne excessive horsepower of' the configuration of' figure 2(c) 
results from the fact that totaJ.-pressure losses not compensated for by 
the fan produce penaJ.ties in horsepower twice - once in residuaJ.-pum.ping 
power and once in wa...�e power. 

In order to exar.rlne the cooJ.ing-horsepower problem f'urther, partic
ularly with regard to the effect of' flight veJ.ocity on magnitudes, some 
caJ.culations were made i'or the helicopter model of' reference 1. The 
helicopter has the following specifications: 

Gross weight, lb . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • J.O ,ooo

Tip speed, fps •• . . . . . . . . . . . . 500 
Solidi�y •••••••• . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • 0 .07 

Disk loading, lb/sq ft •• 
Flat-plate parasite drag, sq ft 
Rated engine power, hp ••••.•• 

• • • • • • • • • ■ • 2 .5
• • • • • • • • • • • 11-0

l,000 

T"ne curve �or helicopter power required, caJ.culated for level equilibrium. 
flight, and the assumed :fuel-air-ratio variation are given in figure 3. 
The system cooling requirements, which were estimated by assUI!ling a.n air 
temperature of' lOOO F and parallel air circuits smilax to �hat show-n in 
figure 1, are presented in figure 4. The cooling-fan performance char-
acteristics assur.ied on the oasis of data in reference 2 are presented 
in figure 5. In matching the fan characteristics to the cooling require-
:r.i.ents, the hoverins condition was assumed to correspond to a Q/nn3 o:f 0.3, 
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and the fan pressure rise for hovering was assumed to be 20 perce�t 
greater than the required cooling air pressure drop. 
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Sorr.e of the resulting cooling-horsepower calculations are shown in 
figure 6 as a f'unction of flight speed Vo- The curves shown correspond 
to the condition where the correct amount of cooling air flow is obtained 
at each fiight speed by controlling the exit area. The amount of horse
power has been referenced to the cooling horsepower required in hovering 
for the lowest curve. In current practice, this value of cooling horse
power (unity) may range between approximately 4 and 10 percent of the 
engine normal rated power. The curve shapes resemble the shape of the 
curve of engine horsepower required, as would be expected, except for 
the drop in cooling horsepower at the high-speed end. This effect is 
due to richer mixtures at high e:ri..gine powers, since fuel cooling results 
and thus the air cooling requiren1ents are reduced. In the two lower 
curves, an efficient duct system or 100-percent ram recovery was assumed. 
In the lowest curve, the fan efficiency was held constant at 75 percent, 
presumably by controlling some component of' the fan geon:etry. In the 
middle curve, a typical variation of fan efficiency with volume flow 
was ass1I!lled; in other words, a fixed fan geometry. The advantage of' 
variable fan geometry is indicated by figure 6 to be small (on the order 
of 5 to 10 percent). The top curve assumes an inefficient duct syste� 
or a complete loss of ram recovery. Complete loss of ram added 30 per
cent to the horsepower in the cruise range (90 mph) and doubled the 
power at about 120 mph, the rated horsepower condition. In addition, in 
the range of' the dashed curve the exit areas required to obtain the nec
essary cooling air flows were over twice that which was considered a 
reasonable value. At the higher f'light speeds now contemplated for heli
copters, the increased cooling powers produced by loss of' ram would be 
even larger. 

Cooling-horsepower calculations for the condition of a fixed exit 
area equal to that required for the hovering condition are presented in 
figure 7 . The curve of figure 6 for a fixed fan a...TJ.d controllable exit 
area is also given again for reference purposes. In the curve for 
100-percent ram recovery, the fan just meets the cooling requirements
in hovering. As the flight speed increases with a fixed exit area, the
ram recovery forces !!lOre air through the system, so that the cooling
requ;rements are exceeded and the horsepower is increased. This effect
adds about 70 percent to the cooling horsepower in cruising and 50 per
cent at rated power. The effect would be larger for helicopters designed
for higher f'light speeds . Thus, it is seen that a controllable exit area
is a powerf'ul device for maintaining minimum cooling powers . To produce
an ef'fective exit-area control, however, leaks must be minimized.

T'ne top curve of f'igure 7, because it corresponds to zero ram recov
ery and fixed exit area, is f'or a fixed air flow. Consequently, the curve 
indicates that, for a complete loss of ram, the wake and residual-pumping 
powers increase rapidly with increasing flight speed. The dashed :portion 
of the curve corresponds to conditions where cooling is not quite ad.equate 
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because the req"J.ired cooling air flow is slightly oore for the rated-power 
condition than for the hovering condition. The f'act that the two upper 
curves are aL�ost coincident indicates that the cooling n.orsepower for 
a fixed exit-area design is not appreciably reduced by a high ra.m recovery. 

In con:i.ection with the general. proble:r. of the design of cooling 
systems, a J.arge �unto� data is available in the literature and the 
more important references have been listed. References 3 to 17 contain 
diversified information including oesigr1 procedures and f'undamental con
cepts and have become basic references in this field. References l8 
to 30, L� general, contain data on specific configurations or aerodynrur.ic 
e!'fects in the low-speed or incol!IJ)ressible-f'low range. Ref'erences 31 
to 41 are reports of investigations of diffusers and bends in which 
boundary-layer-control. devices -were evaluated. References 42 to 44 and 
reference 2 are useful in designing cooling �ans. 

TURBINE-ENGINE INSTALLATION 

The conventional turbine engine with an axial-flow compressor is a 
convenient package unit of favorable aerodynamic shape with apparently 
a minimum of' ducting complications. Investigations reported in refer
ences 45 to 5l and other unpublis�ed data have indicated, however, that 
some engines of this type are sensitive to distortions in the air flow 
and pressure distribu�ion at the face of the compressor. Some of the 
engines tested have exhibited very serious reductions in performa.nce due 
to this effect. 

Figure 8 outlines so�e of the e£f'ects on the :ina.ividual engine com
ponents ror one of' the most distorted distributions investigated (rer. 45). 
The air-flow maldistribution was set up by the installation of a screen 
in one of the twin intake ducts, "Which resulted in a 62 percent to 38 per
cent dist�ibution of the air flow and a pressure disto�tion just upstreaz:i 
fron: the compressor race of ±19 percent or the aosolute pressure. The 
inlet pressure distortion was smootned out by the compressor, and pres
sure distributions throughout t�e rest of the engine we�e approxi�..a.tely· 
normal. A small distortion of' ±5 percent was measured at the tur'bLl'le 
exit. As a result or t!'.le unequal pressure ratios across the two halves 
of the compressor, a tem9erature distortion of +l5 percent to -6 percent 
of the absolute ten:perature was 9resent at the compressor outlet. These 
conditions led to a ±54-percent te��erature distortion at the turbine 
inlet and ±6 percent at tne turbine outlet. Tile co:cJ.pressor eff'iciency 
was lowered l7 percent; the combustio� ei'f"iciency �-as unaffected; and an 
8-percent reduction was obtained in the turbine ef'�iciency. The net
effect of these changes in tne component perfor!l'.ances was a loss in thrust
of 26 9ercent and an increase in specific fuel consumption of 23 percent.
Because of unfavorable effects on the compressor stall and surge character
istics, the engine operating ra.."lge was curtailed. It should be emphasized
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that the numbers given here ere the maximum values observed over the 
operating range tested . .An engine modified for helicopter application 
would be expected to produce similar results. 

7 

The seriousness of this problem in helicopter installations is dif
ficult to predict. Helicopter air inlets are subject to operation over 
a very wide range of angle of attack and yaw and, therefore, may operate 
inefficiently. Siamese inlets, lL�der so�e operating conditions, may set 
up large distortions due to the fact that one inlet may oe recovering 
approximately full ram while the other is operating in the fusele.ge wa..�e. 
It is difficult to irri.agine, however, that pressure distortions at the 
compressor face will approach the ±19-percent value shown in figure 8. 
Nevertheless, the penalties are so high that helicopter designers should 
attempt to minir:tize the effect. 

One solution is to adapt the installation to the engine. This adap
tation might be accomplished by feeding the CO:t!!)ressor inlet from a plenum 
chamber similar to that used for conventional cooling installations of 
reciproca�ing engines. Another solution is to adapt the engine to the 
installation, which �eans employing engines insensitive to inlet irregu
larities - for instance, the centrifugal compressor-type engines. 

HIGH-SPEED EFFECTS IN DU:TS 

High subsonic flow velocities in duct ele�..ents, such as diffusers 
and bends, produce performances appreciably different from low subsonic 
velocities. These effects are probably due to increases in both Reynolds 
and Mach numbers; as yet, su:f'ficient data are not available to isolate 
the two variables. Since high subsonic flow velocities a.re anticipated 
in some of the duct ele�ents in turbine�engine installations and in 
pressure-jet-type powerplants, high-speed effects are of interest to 
helicopter designers. 

Figure 9 presents some data for conical diffusers on the effect of 
speed on diffuser loss coefficient. The Mach number at station l has 
been selected as the index to speed. The diffuser area ratio is 2.0 and 
a moderate bou."ldary-layer thickness was present at the inlet. The ratio 
of loss coefficient obtained at some inlet Mach number to the loss coef
ficient obtained at an inlet Mach number of 0.2 is given as a :function 
of diffuser expansion aI1..gle, 28, for curves of consta..�t inlet Mach num
ber. The curves show t:iat for short diffusers, expansion angle in the 
range of 20° to 24° , the loss coefficient at high subsonic Mach numbers 
may reach values approachi.ri..g twice that corresponding to a Mach number 
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of 0,2. The increased total-pressure loss is, of course, accompanied 
by more distorted exit-velocity distributions. Additional data on these 
effects are given in references 52 to 63. Similar performance trends 
have been observed for flow around bends and are discussed in reference 64. 

CHOKING MACH NUMBER FOR BENDS 

In the design of pressure-jet systems, the maximum �low capacity of 
duct elements, especially bends, becones of interest. The aerodynamic 
index to rr..a.ximum flow capacity is the chokL'r1g :t,fach number . Unpublished 
NACA data and other data from reference 64 are su.�.marized in figure 10. 
Data are given for 90° bends of both circular and rectangular cross sec
,:.ion. For the choking condition, the mean Mach nur:1.ber at the inlet ref
erence station is given as a function of bend radius ratio. For the 
rectangular bends, curves of constant aspect ratio h/w are presented. 
An aspect ratio of 1.0 corresponds to a bend of square cross section. 
All the rectangular-bend data are for a very thin inlet boundary layer. 
The c-:.u-ve for the circular bends contains both thick and thin inlet
boundary-layer :9oints. 

All the curves indicate that reducing the radius ratio - in other 
words, increasing the sharpness of the turn - reduces the choking Mach 
nur:1.ber or flow ca:9acity of' the bend. For rectangular bends, the square 
cross section is optimum with higher or lower aspect ratios producing 
lower choking Mach nunioers. Ti:l.e comparison of the circular and square 
bends shows the circular bend to be slightly superior. Thickening the 
boundary layer in the circular bend had no appreciable effect on the 
choking Mach nur.i.ber. A choking Mach number of O. 7, which is obtainable 
with the better con�igurations of figure 10, corresponds to 91 percent 
of the theoretical maximum weight flow obtainable at a Mach nu..�ber of l.Q. 

FLOW IN DUCTED ROTOR BLADE 

In the design of pressure-jet-type syster.u,, the aerodynamics of the 
f'low through a ducted he_lico:;;iter blade becomes importa.'1.t, both from the 
stand:9oint of the total-pressure losses involved and from the standpoint 
o� flow conditions produced at the tip burner inlet. Figure 11 illustrates
the e�fect of centrifugal �orce on the flow in a ducted helicopter blade.
The calculations we�e made by �sing the one-dinensional expressions and
analysis presented in re�erence 65. The calculations presented in fig
ures 11 to 13 are for a completely insulated duct; therefore, the total
te�perature rises somewhat due to compression (adiabatic compression)
as the �low proceeds f�om blade hub to tip. The preceding assumption
differs from that used in the calculations of reference 65 where an
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isothermal compression or constant tota1 temperature was assumed. In the 
latter case, the heat 1ost through the duct we.lls would have to be just 
sufficient to counteract the tendency for the tota1 temperature to rise 
due to compression. In the caJ.cuJ..a.tions presented herein, the adiabatic 
assumption was made because it produces more pessimistic answers relative 
to tota.l.-pressure losses and choking �..a.ch number. 

Figures ll, .12, and J.:, were constructed on the further assumption 
that the ratio of the ducted-fl.ow total. temperature at the rotor hub to 
the free-stream ambient temperature is 1.0. The val.ue of t.his ratio 
affects only the numer:ica1 va.l.ues of rotor-tip Ma.ch numbers identifying 
the curves of these figures • The curves may be made to correspond to 
another va1ue of the temperature ratio by multiplying the given va1ues 
of rotor-tip Mach number by the square ?'oot of the des:ired ratio. 

A long straight duct at rest will choke at the exit if sufficient 
pressure drop is imposed on the f'1ow. This case is i11ustrated by the 
dashed lines of figure ll, which, as indicated, corres.:pond to zero rotor
tip Ma.ch number. A single c:ircula.r duct is illustrated; however, the 
anal.ysis can be applied also to m:ultipl.e ducts and to odd cross-sectional 
she.pea. As the flow proceeds down the nonrotating duct, f'riction 1osses 
cause a progressive drop in tota1 :pressure accompanied by a. dropping 
density, increasing dynamic pressure, and thus an increasing Mach number. 
The initia1 Ma.ch number, 0.57,•for the zero-rotation case illustrated, 
was chosen so as to produce a Mach number of' l.O or choking at a du.ct 
l.ength of 6o diameters • If' the duct is rotated e.t some b1ade-tip Mach 
number, such as the 0.95 va1ue in figure ll, the centrifugal forces oppose 
the friction ettects and compress the :fl.ow. Since centrifuga1 i"orce is 
directly proportions.1 to the re.d.ius, the compression ettect 1s not notice
abl.e in a region adjacent to the hub, and the two cases illustrated in 
figure ll produce approximately coincident tote.l.-pressure curves in this 
region. At duct lengths exceeding about l5 diameters, the centrifugal. 
forces become predominant and a total.-pressure ratio of about J..35 is 
eventually attained. Corres:pondingly, the Mach number f'or the case w1 th 
rotation rises initial.J.y because of' friction effects, and then the curve 
peaks and starts to drop when the centrit'uga1 effects become stronger. 
Ttt..e ini tia1 Mach number ., 0. 77, was chosen so that the duct just choked 
at the location of' the peak. It will be noted that., although the duct 
is choked, the final Mach number :!.s rel.a.tively 1ow, 0 .52. The :f'J.ow 
ca.pa.city of the duct has been appreciably increased by rotation as ev:1.
denced. by the higher initial Mach number with rotation. 

By ca.J.cuJ.ating a number of curves similar to those of figure ll.,

a map of the net V..ach number changes across a given duct length for a 
range of tip Mach numbers may be constructed. Such a. ma.p 'f:or a duct 
J.ength of 6o diameters is presented. in figure 12. The p1ot of f'igure 12 
shows in more detail than figure ll that increasing the rotor-tip Me.ch 
number while maintaining a constant Ma.ch number at the hub decreases the 
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ducted-flow Mac� nurr�er at the rotor tip. Also, increasing the rotor
tip Uach mx.nber increases t:-�e ducted-flow Mach number at the rotor hub 
corresponding to choking. 

Total- and static-pressl..r!'e ratios across the 6o-dia...'T:.eter length of 
duct are presented in figure 13. The pressure ratios were calculated 
from the Mach cumber valt:.es of' ='igure 12. The r,ia.ximum total-pressure 
ratio for a given rotor-tip if.a.ch number occ"ta"s with no flow (zero hub :M9.ch 
number). Increasing -t.r�e flow q�'1.tity produces a drop in t.otal-pressure 
ratio as a res�lt of �ncreased friction losses. The case illustrated 
indicates that, -=:o-::: a duct length o� 6o diameters, total-pressure ra-r:ios 
on the order of 1.8 are obtai�able for a rotor-tip Macn n1.L�ber of 1.0.

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The following staterr.ents summarize the discussion of pertinent items 
relative to the design of internal-flow syste�£ for helicopter propulsive 
units: 

1. With reg�d to reciprocating-eP.gine installations in r.elicopters
designed for speeds above 100 �ph, a higc rar.i. recovery and controllable 
exit area are required simultaneously in order to avoid excessive cooling
horsepower penalties. 

2. The installation in helicopters of turbine engines with axial
flow compressors may be penalized by the sens�tivity of some of these 
engines to velocity and :pressure distortions at the compressor face. 
The use of a plenum c�..a.rr..be� upstrea.,_71 from the conpressor will aid in 
overcoming tbis effect. 

3. Relative to tne design of t'!.':rbine-engine installations and
press"...lre-jet systems, high subsonic speeds in duct elerr.ents, such as 
diffusers and bends, produce appreciable depreciation in perforr.mnce. 

4. Choking Mach number data on 90° bends cf circular and square
cross section indicate that flow capacities equal to 91 percent of the 
xr..axi1m1.i":l. theoretical value are o":Jtainable. 
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5. Availa.bie one-dimensional relations for determining the effects
of centri£ugal forces on the flow in ducted he].jcopter rotors are shown 
to provide an evaluation of' fl.ow Ma.ch numbers and pressure ratios. 

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National. .Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Lengl.ey Field, Va,., June ll, 1954 • 
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